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A) CURRENT POSITIONS
October 2004 – today: Associate Professor of Economics, Department of Economics and Finance, University of Rome ‘Tor Vergata’

B) PREVIOUS POSITIONS
September 2004 – August 2008: Honoray Visiting Fellow, Dept. of Economics, University of Leicester (UK)
November 1998 – September 2004: Ricercatore (Lecturer, permanent position) of Public Economics, Faculty of Economics, University of Rome ‘Tor Vergata’.
July 1995 – October 1998: Ricercatore (Lecturer, permanent position) of Public Economics, Faculty of Economics, University of Sassari.
1994 – 1995 (10 months overall): Research fellow, Department of Economics and Related Studies, University of York (UK)

C) PUBLICATIONS
C.1) ARTICLES IN REFEREED JOURNALS
2) “Regulating unverifiable quality by fixed-price contracts”. The B.E. Journal of Economic Analysis & Policy (Contributions), 12(1), 2012. (with B. Cesi and E. Valentini)


C.2) Chapters in books


C.3) OTHER


2) “Assetto e pratica di regolazione nel settore autostradale ("Motorways regulation”). Published on line in the website www.nelmerito.com, 26 June 2008. (with C. De Vincenti)


4) “L’apparenza inganna: bisogna davvero orientare i prezzi ai costi? (On the principle of cost orientation”. Beltel, VI(6), 79-81, 2000. (with G. De Fraja)


6) “Price cap, delega delle decisioni di prezzo all’impresa regolata, e orientamento dei prezzi ai costi (Price cap, decentralisation and cost orientation)”. Mimeo, 2000. (with G. De Fraja)


D) WORK IN PROGRESS


2) “Relational” Procurement Contracts: A Simple Model of Reputation” submitted. (with G. L. Albano and B. Cesi)

3) “Asymmetric incentives of private and public firms to labour saving technical progress: Evidence from the Italian motorways industry”. (with L. Benfratello and M. Piacenza)

4) “Timing of ads in broadcasting”. (with A. Bennato and B. Cesi)

E) OTHER PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

E.1) REFEREING


E.2) GRANTS AND AWARDS

“Competition, contracts and framework agreements in regulation and public procurement” (Deputy Director of Research). Italian Ministry of the University and Research. € 39.322. 1/4/2010 – 31/03/2012.


“Expanding the scope of regulation: regulatory institutions and mechanisms in markets not traditionally regulated” (Director of Research). Italian Ministry of the University and Research. € 27.000. 1/1/2005 – 31/12/2006.
“Regulation of firms with market power: quality, efficiency and universal service obligations” (Director of Research). Italian Ministry of the University and Research. € 40.000. 1/1/2003 – 31/12/2004.

European Commission Funding (Human Potential Programme DGXII) for participation to the 2001 European Association for Research in Industrial Economics Conference (Dublin, Irlanda) with the paper "Prices and Locations in Spatial Duopoly under Uniform Delivered Pricing”.

E.3) CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS


Papers presented at the staff seminars at the following universities: Thema – Université de Cergy-Pontoise, Università di Chieti-Pescara, Università di Padova, Università di Sassari, University of Warwick.

E.4) OTHER

Member of the Executive Committee of the European Association for Research in Industrial Economics (EARIE), 2012-2015.

Member of the Local Organising Committee of the 39th Conference of the European Association for Research in Industrial Economics (EARIE), held in Rome in September 2012.

Member of the Advisory Committee, Department of Economics and Finance, University of Rome ‘Tor Vergata’ (2010-2012).

Member of Board of Studies, Doctoral Programme in Economics, University of Roma ‘Tor Vergata’ (2003- today).

Member of the Board of Studies, Master Programmes in Economics and Finance, Department of Economics and Finance, University of Roma “Tor Vergata” (2012- today).

Member of the Board of Studies, Master Programme in Antitrust and Regulation, Department of Economics, Law and Institutions, University of Roma “Tor Vergata” (2002-today).
F) EXTERNAL WORK

Teacher in the training programme on "The regulation of the electricity industry" for members of the Belgian Electricity Regulatory Authority (CREG), offered by the Centre for Regulation in Europe – CERRE, March 2011.


“Access price regulation” (co-director with G. De Fraja), for Telecom Italia S.p.A., October 2002. (with G. De Fraja)


G) TEACHING

LECTURE COURSES

Graduate: Microeconomics: neoclassical consumption and production theory (1st year), Industrial economics (1st year), Economics of regulation (1st year).

Undergraduate: Industrial organisation and competition policy (4th year), Managerial Economics (3rd year), Economics of regulation (3rd year), Public economics (3rd year), Microeconomics (tutorials) (1st year).
SUPERVISIONS

Graduate (* joint supervisor)

Edilio Valentini  Essays on price cap regulation  2001
Carla Pace  Essays on the economics of regulation  2001
Roberta Sestini*  Essays on the economics of regulation  2002
Federica Manca*  Mandatory contracts in wholesale energy markets  2006
Berardino Cesi*  Essays in industrial economics and and the economics of education  2007

Undergraduate

Main supervisor of several dissertations in industrial and public economics (around 15 per year since 2002).

H) EDUCATION


April 1991: Laurea in Economics, Faculty of Economics, University of Rome ‘La Sapienza’. Final mark 110/110 cum laude.
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